The SCME Department has reviewed and approved that the following courses be dropped. These were electives in our department and are no longer taught. They are not required by any other degree program so would not impact delivery of required curriculum.

CME315 Production and Operation Management
CME413 COMPUTER-AIDED SR PROJECT
CME414 COMPTR APPL/ENGINEERING
CME415 Lean Project Management
CME430 COMPUTER APPL/CONST MGT
CME 386 Structure and Properties of Wood
CME515 Production and Operation Management
CME615 Lean Project Management
CME630 COMPUTER APPL/CONST MGT
CME682 Transport Processes

According to COI policy, the following three items must be addressed:

1) Proposal for substitute course or courses. Courses numbered 296 or 496 should not be used in replacing a required course:
Response: None of these courses is required in our curriculum so there are no substitute courses.

2) Plan to accommodate invocation of the “R” grade for deleted course (as appropriate)
Response: No one is currently registered in any of these courses, nor have they been for at least five years. If someone was registered in any of these courses, and did not pass the course, we would provide an appropriate course for a student to take to accommodate invocation of the “R” grade.

3) Evidence of consultation and notification to all departments.
Response: None of these courses is required in other curriculum on campus. I will ask the department chairs to review this course list and notify me of any concerns. COI review will also provide opportunity for departments to address any concerns.